
Multimodal literacy worksheet. 
 
 
1. Discussion (10 mins). 
 
What is a theme? 
 
Introduce Max the Apple interactive story. 
 
Suggest that the children think about key themes as they go through story. 
 
How might stories be told / communicated? (written words, spoken, words, pictures –more discussion later). 
 
Suggest that the children think about the different ways in which the story of Max the Apple is communicated/told as they go 
through the project. 
 
2. Children proceed through Max the Apple on an individual basis (20mins). 
 
3. Discussion (10 mins). 
 
What themes did you find in Max the Apple? what was Max the Apple about? 
 
What ways (modes of communication) were used to tell the story? 
[Answer: words, pictures, animations, voice, sounds, music, activities (games, selections)]. 
 
What are the effects of the different ways of telling (modes of communication) this story on you (as a reader/player)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
mode qualities (adjectives); options  

 
effects Max the Apple 

words, - simple or complex words; 
- rhyming or prose; 
- formal or colloquial; 
- short or long sentences; 
- speech?; 
- point of view: first/third 
person. 

- narrates (tells) the story; 
- provides information / tells you what to do; 
- tone of the story; 
- era of the story; 
- what kind of character, relationships; 
- use your imagination, pictures in your mind;  
- personalise, your point of view, your friend. 

- think about the difference between the story 
words and the information words in Max the 
Apple; 
- who is the ‘I’ of the story?; 
- think about what pictures you might make in 
your mind if this story was just words –what 
would your Max look like?	  

pictures simple (cartoony) / realistic 
style; 
which colours?; 
space –flat or depth. 
 
 
 

tone of the story; 
fantasy / reality; 
pictures illustrate and explain things and 
processes; 
pictures describe the characters and settings; 
pictures can describe emotions (expressions, 
metaphors). 

- what kind of pictures are used in Max the 
Apple? how would the story be different if the 
pictures were more realistic? 
- how are pictures used to describe the ‘mood’ 
of the story’?  
   (rain, facial expressions, colours,  
    eg. Sc 10 ‘and then one night, max keeled 
over;  
     Sc 11 ‘I cried the whole of the next day’.) 
 

animations realistic / ‘cartoon’ 
movement; 
(which parts of the story are 
animated?). 

highlights important moments (sad, dramatic); 
adds humour (slapstick); 
shows how things work. 

- where is animation used in Max the Apple to 
make something more important or funny? 
  (Sc 7 ‘I picked him up for his regular polish’; 
   Sc 10 ‘and then one night, max keeled over’; 
   Sc 15 ‘click on the seed to watch it grow’.) 
 

voice soft / loud; 
young / old (tone and 
enunciation); 
accent; 
boy / girl. 

scary / friendly; 
empathy –could be your story, or a friend’s; 
innocence / experience; 
story / information; 
setting. 

- compare the voice used for the story and the 
voice used for the information. How do you 
respond to / feel about the different voices? 
 

sound fx realistic / ‘cartoon’ 
 

fantasy / reality; 
drama;  
humour; 
time and setting. 

- can you identify a scene in which sound fx 
help describe the time of day?  
   (Sc4 ‘long nights we’d chat, laughing about 
bananas’;  
    Sc 2 ‘one sunny day max appeared on the 
window sill’.) 
- how do you feel about the sound fx in Scene 7 
‘I picked him up for his regular polish’? 
 



music style (happy, serious, fun, sad, 
dramatic); 
loud / soft; 
looped?. 

(emotional) tone / mood of the scene; 
helps explain what happened; 
humour; 
drama; 
time and setting; 
‘doing’ music. 

- Compare how music is used in Scene 13 ‘still 
cranky about max’. What emotions are 
communicated? 
 

Interactivity  click on words, symbols;  
make choices; 
play games, activities. 

find out information; 
see how things work; 
learn about consequences; 
become part of the story; 
have fun (with Max). 

- What is the bee game teaching you? (Sc 16 
‘and before long my room was full of bright 
green leaves’); 
- What do we learn from the choices we can 
make in Scene 13 ‘still cranky about max’? 
 

 
What theme would you choose to make a story about? 
(eg. friendship, bravery, sadness (how to deal with it), etc.) 
 
What ways of telling (modes of communication) would you use for your story –why? 
 
4. Activity (20mins). 
 
Choose your own theme: 
 
Make up a story about your theme.  
You can (circle one): 
 
write   a short story /poem /song/ conversation / etc.  
 
or  
draw   a picture / a 4 panel comic or storyboard / etc. 
 
or  
design  an animation –draw the main characters, a back ground, write down what types of voices and sounds and music 

would you use? What happens in the animation? 
or  
design  a game –what is the objective or challenge of the game? What character/s can the player be? What can the player 

do? Does the game have a setting? Describe and draw some stuff. 
 
or  



design  an object or sculpture –how big would it be? What would it look like? What materials would you use? Where would 
you put it? Describe and draw some stuff. 

 
 
Why is this going to be the best way/s to tell a story about your theme? 
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